
 
Dorm Representatives FAQ         
 

 
What is a Dorm Representative? 
1. A Dorm Representative is a student representative of a residence hall to the ASB.  
2. The Dorm Rep is a member of the ASB and gives leadership and support to campus wide activities and or services. 
3. The Dorm Rep is an administrative assistant to the Senior Dorm Representative and serves to accomplish Dorm Staff 

(residence specific RD and RA’s) appointed activities and or services. 
 
How do I know if being a Dorm Rep. is right for me? 
A Dorm Rep. is one who is gifted administratively, and has a servant’s heart. A Dorm Rep. enjoys working hard 
behind the scenes to provide a wide scope of activities and services to make their residence at TMU an exciting, 
challenging, and fun place to be. They desire to be a part of a team and look to fully assist the SDR in all things.  
They manifest a teachable spirit and desire to grow in their relationship with the Lord and with people as they 
serve Him. 
 
What are the Dorm Rep.’s responsibilities to the campus? 
1. The Dorm Rep will represent their dorm at the weekly ASB meeting in the voting of legislation and activities. 
2. The Dorm Rep will serve as a member of the ASB to accomplish campus wide activities and or programs.  
 
What are the Dorm Rep.’s responsibilities to the dorm? 
The Dorm Rep will support and assist the Senior Dorm Representative to create and/or accomplish Dorm Staff 
appointed activities and/or services. 

 

What meetings are expected? 
1. The Dorm Rep meets with the ASB Full Council weekly. (1.5 hr per week) 
2. The Dorm Rep meets with the Senior Dorm Representatives weekly. (1 hr per week) 
3. The Dorm Rep meets in “committee” on an “as needed” basis. (“Committee” is administrating with a group assigned 

to a particular task/s). (3-4 hours per week) 
4. The Dorm Rep attends the SLS Training class. (1.25 hrs per month.) 
 
With all the expectations and responsibilities asked of the Dorm Representative, how many estimated hours per 
week will this commitment involve? 
The DR will serve an average of 5 hours a week. 
 
How do you become a Dorm Representative? 
1. Read the copy of the ASB Constitution on reserve in the Library. 
2. Acquire, complete, and return the SLS Application according to its specifications. 
3. The Dorm Rep is an appointed position through the SLS application. 
 
Is there any monetary compensation? 
The Dorm Rep. is a volunteer position.  
 
What if I still have more questions?   
Contact CJ Johnson at cjohnson@masters.edu or 661.362.2297 
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